Dear Mr. Curtis M. Bjelajac, dear colleagues and friends,

We have great pleasure in conveying to you on behalf of researchers of the Pidstryhach Institute for Applied Problems of Mechanics and Mathematics NASU and from me personally our warmest congratulations upon the occasion of the 20-th anniversary of the STCU.

The STCU has offered its timely help to our scientists in order to reorientate their studies according to new political and economical circumstances in not easy time for Ukrainian science. Owing to your support absolutely new methods of forming the autonomous teams of scientists able to solve practical problems were developed. You promote broadening the international scientific collaboration and in particular, it concerns the researchers of our institution who participated in many of your R&D projects.

We consider it an honor that scientists of our Institute collaborate actively with your staff during those years. We rejoice at your success and hope that our common interests will cross again.

In the day of your glorious anniversary we wish you and STCU staff good health, happiness and further success in your activity. Hope that all your knowledge, experience and constructive energy you will direct at further development of Ukrainian science.

All my colleagues at the Institute join me in sending you every good wish of personal happiness.

Yours sincerely,

Roman Kushnir
Director of the Institute

Lviv, April 5, 2016